SPECIAL COURSES IN TEXTILES OFFERED

Summer Course Will Begin On July 27

Swarov will lecture on the graphical interpretation of data, provision of apparatus, report writing, presentation of data, theory of testing machine construction and operation, and the application of mathematics, in photographic micrographs, in research problems.

Complete Laboratory Facilities

Students who desire to round out the above courses with laboratory experiments will find unusually complete facilities at the Institute. In the Textile Laboratory, a current students' system of financed and demonstrated which can be set up for any desired conditions and continuously maintained over long periods of time. Additional equipment makes it possible to raise the humidity to high levels for special work. Now machines are available with capacities ranging from one to two thousand pounds, and which can be operated under a wide range of speeds and adjustments. Complete equipment for the study of textiles in polarized light is provided, as well as for precise chromatic analysis, microscopic projection at high magnifications, and photomicrographic both stereoanatomic and in circular color.

Close Contact for the 1932 season, and S. T. Lister, manager of track for the 1932-33 season, with Freshmen athletes, J. W. Chapin, William Cross, and K. Holder.

PROMPT NOTICE URGED

The importance is great of prompt notice to the Institute of all changes of address of Alumni or of subseqent inquiries at the Alumni office and the Institute of conl-nection with the Alumni Assoeiation. As a method of mutual benefit to Alumni and the Institution, in his statement he pointed out the facility the association has in helping its members both in a business and social way. Mr. Bradley's com- munication is as follows:

"The attention of seniors and Post Graduates of 1932 is called to the advantage to them and to the Institution of maintaining this relationship. Our Alumni Association, through its elected headquarters and the local clubs in the various states, is in a position to be of service to the younger members, not only in a social way, but also in a business way. The central Alumni office is a link with the Division of Industrial Cooperation, to which it belongs, and which, generally, when in need of schools with particular training and experience in positions best suitable to the member's needs."

Mr. Bradley Dewey '09, President of Alumni Council.

“Desirability is stressed of early connection with local clubs. To facilitate this inquiry of the Alumni officers, Rooms 3-225, regarding the name and address of local club officers will be found helpful. Con- tination with the local chamber of commerce in将在making acquisitions in a new locality and perhaps save in securing suitable living quarters."